COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course relates different branches of human knowledge like architecture, design, sociology, history and art with the aim of developing a cognitive map of the world. The course analyzes the basic theories and practices of art, architecture and design from the industrial revolution to the present day and discusses their social and cultural impact. Taking Barcelona as a case study, the course will provide the student with analytical and discursive tools in order to develop a global understanding of design and its relationship with the social context from a critical and innovative point of view. The analysis of Barcelona, which epitomizes the formation process of the modern industrial city and its shifting to the post-industrial metropolis of the globalization era, will be related with the specific contexts of the students, with the aim of reflecting on the different approaches to the design issues from a multicultural perspective.

The course takes advantage of the extensive resources of Barcelona, complementing the classes with visits to the city’s museums such as MNAC (National Museum of Art of Catalonia), MACBA (Museum of Contemporary Art of Barcelona), Joan Miró Foundation and the Picasso Museum, emblematic buildings by Gaudi, Mies van der Rohe and other world class architects, among others.

MODULES
− The shifting city: history, society and urban design in context
− Ways of seeing, ways of living: architecture and interior design
− Between arts & crafts, mass production and customization: graphic and product design
− Expression: the Art and Design experience

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / OUTCOMES
At the completion of the course, students will be able to:
− Analyze examples of modern art and design.
− Identify the fundamental factors related to design, art and architecture, such as economy, tradition, and use.
− Discuss the relationship between art, design, society and culture.
− Apply methodologies and principles related to art and design to any case study.

REQUIREMENTS
− Students will be asked to read key texts, research, visit museums and art galleries in Barcelona, and present to the rest of the class the results of their work.
− A sketchbook will be the method through which students will write, draw, compare and synthesize all the topics of the course.
− A final project will confirm the students’ capacity to apply the methodologies of the course and communicate their findings.

TEACHING METHOD
This course will combine classroom lectures, reading and discussions sessions, visits to museums, buildings, art galleries, and class presentations on individual sketchbooks.

GRADING
10% attendance to class and field visits
20% commitment and participation in class discussions
30% research process and personal reflection
40% research outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grade weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Through demonstrations, workshops and studio sessions, this course will exercise students’ creativity and knowledge regarding both traditional and contemporary, innovative ways of creating and doing. As creative minds and human beings in a constant learning process, we must understand the importance of context and the interactions between the artist/designer and the surrounding world.

This course emphasizes collective creation, building teams and bringing students out of their comfort zones. This course will guide students through research and project exercises, culminating in the creation of an ephemeral installation within the public space of Barcelona. Visiting and re-visiting the city will help students reach an immersive understanding driven by analysis, data visualization, sketches and presentations. Students will select the most interesting ideas and make them happen.

MODULES

– Advanced Principles in Design
– Compositional criteria: from shape to structure
– Storytelling & Data Visualisation

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES

At the end of the course, the student will be able to:
– Demonstrate understanding of the foundations of a project (form, shape, texture, color, semantics, etc.)
– Analyze morphology and semantic meanings.
– Apply fantasy and imagination to a design project, encouraging divergent thinking.
– Practice collective creativity models away from existing preconceptions.
– Work in collaborative environments, especially between students from different background.

REQUIREMENTS

Students will create the following project exercises:
– Genius Loci: the essence of the space.
– Analysis and simplification: History of infography.
– Visualisation as a tool of change.

For the final project, students will design an installation aimed at transforming a public space by the generation of an engagement between the creators, visitors and the city.

TEACHING METHOD

This course will combine classroom lectures, discussions, interactive hands-on learning and projects.

GRADING

10% attendance to class and field visits
20% commitment and participation in class discussions
30% research process and personal sketchbook
40% design outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grading weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The capacity of communicating through images and expressing the relevant aspects of a project, from the idea to the final proposal, is a fundamental aspect of design. This course is aimed at providing students with representation concepts and techniques that are broadly applied in design fields. Based on exercises, talks and workshop sessions, the course embraces the ability of students to define and show their ideas by learning about the options and features that Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Indesign and Adobe Illustrator offer as a powerful suite specifically conceived for design professionals. Mandatory for participants to the Study Abroad programme without experience in digital representation and visual narrative, the course is also recommended for those design students who want to deepen their knowledge of digital tools and learn more about the Adobe Suite. The course approaches also the basic concepts of video editing and production, as well as fundamentals of presentation techniques, in order to provide students with a complete range of options that they will put into practice in many visual communications required by the Study Abroad programme as well as by future design projects.

MODULES

– Digital Representation Principles: Photoshop
– Digital Representation Principles: Illustrator
– Digital Representation Principles: Indesign
– Documenting: Image, photography, storytelling

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES

At the end of the course, the student will be able to:
– Identify the relevant aspects of a design project throughout its whole process.
– Connect the physical with the digital using different tools.
– Understand how design is applied in our environment and be able to reproduce specific pieces.
– Learn how to express one's own ideas through design tools.
– Work in collaborative environments, especially between students from different backgrounds.

REQUIREMENTS

Students will complete the following exercises:
– Photoshop: software tools and methodologies for the creation of new images.
– Illustrator: software tools and methodologies for understanding the goal, importance and message behind endless possibilities of a vector.
– Indesign: software tools and methodologies for composition, storytelling and ephemeral publications.
– Documentation, storytelling and visual creation.

TEACHING METHOD

This course is focused mostly on teacher's presentations and hands-on learning.

GRADING

10% attendance to class
20% commitment and participation in class discussion
30% learning process
40% design outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grading weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course introduces the tools necessary for conceptualizing and developing comprehensive packaging projects. Packaging is one of the most relevant branches of contemporary design not only for practical reasons, since almost all products going to the market require a package that protect them and preserve their quality, but also from a conceptual point of view, since it is the complex crossroads of highly demanding technical requirements and exciting opportunities for communicating the values of the products and their brands to the public.

In this course students will learn to communicate —both formally and graphically— the attributes of a product and the placement of a brand. The goal is to understand the factors affecting production and selection of a package for a specific product, its possibilities and materials.

MODULES

- Market Research
- Design an observation strategy
- Comprehension of a trademark & user needs
- Definition of the Product structure & needs
- Learn, use & develop Design innovation techniques
- Results analysis & interpretation
- Identify opportunities
- Define a packaging design briefing content
- Design proposals
- Transform ‘needs’ into a shape/design proposal
- Create a mock-up

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES

The course aims to provide students with the tools and knowledge to complete a packaging design process. At the completion of the course, students will be able to:
- Develop any packaging design process successfully.
- Demonstrate an understanding of the packaging market, as well as client and user needs.
- Demonstrate an ability to analyze trade mark values and to communicate them by means of formal and attractive proposals.

REQUIREMENTS

Research & Analysis essays, Project (definition & development), Final presentation. At the end of the course students will make a public presentation of their Project Proposal using posters, mock ups and a document explaining the design process including references.

TEACHING METHOD

The course will be a combination of lecture, guided market analysis, teamwork, and hands-on application.

GRADING

10% attendance to class
20% commitment and participation in class discussion
30% design process
40% design outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grade weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course focuses on graphic communication with special attention to texts and the written word, and their integration and relationship with images, colors and textures. The course aims to introduce to the students and to practice the basic tools of graphic design: Typography, Color and Composition. It will discuss graphic and visual design as essential elements of communication across social, cultural and functional boundaries. Students will become familiar also with basic visual communication skills, considering that contemporary narratives require the capacity of dealing with static and dynamic images.

Short projects will allow students to implement and experiment with design methodology and basic design skills. Projects will range from artistic and experimental calligraphy, typography, poster composition, editorials and digital interaction. All mock-ups (except for digital design) will be presented in foam.

MODULES
- Typography: from sign to type
- Types and style
- Designer analysis
- Composition
- Branding: Brand and logotype
- The moving image

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES
At the end of this class, students will be able to:
- Recognize the basic elements of graphic design.
- Use the fundamental tools in the graphic design process, including conceptualization, formalization and printing to design a graphic piece.
- Create graphic elements with basic tools and digital software.
- Design communicative and graphic designs based on typography, color and composition.
- Tell short stories through videos and moving images.

REQUIREMENTS
- Daily Projects. Student will develop creativity and resourcefulness in developing project proposals and working on daily projects.
- Poster design: Design poster with only one color typography, no computer.
- Template: Design a template for designer’s research.
- Weekly designer research: Each week students will research 4 known designers.
- Project assignment: Corporate identity including new technologies.
- Semester Project: Apply all the knowledge learned during the semester. Students will identify and propose a design context to create their graphic design.
- Final Exam: The final exam will be a presentation of all the works the student has created during the semester.

TEACHING METHOD
This course will combine classroom lectures, discussion and interactive hands-on learning through visits to a design studio, printing plant, a newspaper studio and design museum.

GRADING
10% attendance to class
20% commitment and participation in class discussion
30% design process
40% design outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grade weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
- The annual of TDC. Typography annual (26, 31 & 16). Collins.
FURNITURE AND PRODUCT DESIGN

Credits: 6 ECTS
Language: English
Length of the course: 45 Hours

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course focuses on product and furniture design, covering the entire process from conceptualization, formalization, development and pre-production of a designed object from the human, domestic or work environment. The course will analyze the social, ergonomic and aesthetic environment of the user, the method for producing the final work and the impact of this on the environment as a whole. Students will approach the semantics of objects, their functional and communicative capacity along with the integration of materials and technology. As part of the development and design of products, the class will visit factories, showrooms and design boutiques and will use the school's workshops for producing a model of a piece of furniture.

MODULES
- Design management
- Creativity
- Techniques of model construction
- Technical project development
- Suppliers, materials research, and the hardware
- Presentation skills and project communication
- Trade fairs and the latest trends
- Preparation for final project presentation

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES
At the completion of the course, students will be able to:
- Recognize the different types of design, designers and its work environment.
- Use all the tools in the design process, including conceptualization, formalization, development and pre-production of a designed object from the human, domestic or work environment.
- Identify the product design profession, its context and its relationship with modern society.
- Demonstrate capacity to approach a design project from the briefing to the designed object.

REQUIREMENTS
- Weekly assignments: Students will undertake project assignments to apply and analyze the course content. These projects will help students to develop creativity and resourcefulness.
- Semester project: Students will apply everything learned throughout the semester to identify a design company they would like to work for and propose a brief of a project to them.

TEACHING METHOD
This course will combine classroom lectures, hands-on application, and visits to companies, design studios and shops.

GRADING
10% attendance to class
20% commitment and participation in class discussion
30% design process
40% design outcomes.

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grade weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Retail is naturally the showplace for new ideas, new concepts and new products. As such, the store environment serves as the selling stage for the latest merchandise offerings of the day, and a tool of communication used to create a dialogue with the targeted customer. The specific design of the retail space in terms of the adequacy of the interior layout and the study of the public fluxes, a suitable choice of materials for the walls, flooring and ceilings, as well as the graphic applications and the lighting, determine the spatial quality of the store. Through effective visual merchandising, the retailer communicates both the attributes of the brand and the attributes of the products offered.

The main goal of this course is to introduce students to the importance of retail design and visual merchandising as an integral component of a successful retail strategy. The principles, philosophies and technologies of both, retail design and visual merchandising will be studied through exploration of the marketplace, visits, and hands-on classroom experimentation.

**MODULES**
- Product analysis.
- Space analysis of a store.
- Materials used in interiors and visual merchandising.
- Store windows, including use of materials.
- Retail furniture: types, scale, proportions.
- Lighting: types and applications.
- Approach to the classic creative process: briefing, brainstorming, ideas scheme, concept.
- Final project: students will propose a concept to be applied in visual merchandising and a shop window.

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES**
At the end of the course, the student will be able to:
- Create and apply a new concept or idea in a interior retail space or shop window.
- Categorize different kinds of products and materials, and analyze them.
- Select different products and materials to showcase a specific product in a shop.
- Apply all the knowledge learned in visits to different showrooms and shops.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY**
COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course focuses on food from the origins to the present in order to understand the complex system of the fact of “feeding” people. We will approach to this subject from gastronomy, anthropology, history, etymology and food systems amongst other disciplines thus the course has the aim of giving the students diverse approaches and tools to make them capable not just to understand this interdisciplinary subject but to create design objects or services in relation with food and gastronomy with sense and content.

The course will introduce students to the interaction of design, as a creative process, with food and health, as fundamental part of human being. The relation between design food and health is not only based on the tangible aspects (space, forms, product, packaging...), but in a wide range of approaches, from culture to territory, from well-being to aesthetics. We must understand the whole relation of man with environment to create innovative ways, systems or products to enhance this interaction. Designing in a creative way, connecting mind and hand, the senses and the culture, in a constant communication with other designers, will allow us to find out new ways of understanding our world and improving it.

As part of the development of the aims of the course, the class will visit exhibitions, culinary centers and food designers’ studios in Barcelona’s area.

MODULES

- My own complex food system
- Why we eat what we eat
- Our food heritage
- Few fields where you can cook your design

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES

At the end of the course the student will be able to:
- Recognize what is cuisine on the past, present and future
- Think over the fact of feeding and food through a critical reflection and analysis process.
- Recognize the different types of design, designers and their work environment.
- Approach a design project from the briefing to the designed object, accordingly to the user needs and with an interdisciplinary point of view.

REQUIREMENTS

Interest in design, food and gastronomy is required.

TEACHING METHOD

This course will combine lectures, practical exercises to apply concepts, and visits to food design locations in Barcelona.

GRADING

10% attendance to class and field visits
20% commitment and participation in class discussion
30% design process
40% design outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grade weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY


Magazines
- Fuet magazine, Food and its peripheries. Barcelona, Spain
- The Gourmand. London, United Kingdom
- Lucky Peach, San Francisco, United States
- Gather, United States
COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Interior Spaces course introduces design students to the complexities of the development of the interior spaces, as well as putting them in touch with the local architecture and design culture.

The course structure is designed to provide a general framework for the development of a range of projects, from small scale briefs to a larger scale proposal for a residential interior. The program provides the student with knowledge and skills in all areas of space planning, theory and concept, model-making and freehand drawing as well as communication. Priority is given to learning strategies that foster critical thinking, problem solving and decision-making capabilities. As a result, students will increase their creative skills and get a substantial vision in all areas related to interior space design.

With an active participation of the students, several practical exercises integrated within the course promote a conceptual and experimental approach to design through a hands-on learning method. It usually begins with a presentation to provide the theoretical foundation that aims to deepen the comprehension of a specific subject. During class, students will develop a quick draft resolution, PowerPoint presentations, and/or a physical model.

MODULES

- Introduction to interior space: principles and elements of space making, their spatial roles and applications.
- Research on architectural space solutions and analysis of space concepts.
- Design Process: first stages for the preliminary design. Analysis of a brief, idea generation, program diagram, design presentation, mood board/sample board.
- Relation between light, space and atmosphere.
- Materials and color: types and application.
- Final Design Project: development of a living concept in a real context.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES

At the end of the course the student will be able to:

- Generate powerful ideas and strong proposals through a free-thinking attitude.
- Produce work with a high degree of innovation where empathy and emotions are reflected in the results.
- Develop a preliminary design project that considers all aspects of an interior design brief, from conception to presentation.
- Gain expertise in applying the essential elements of interior design such as form, color, lighting, finishes and furnishings.
- Apply the learned skills including free hand-drawing, drawing with scale, model-making and methods of analysis and research studies.
- Critically interpret design based on cultural aspects and social behavior.
- Foster interactive learning by working in small groups.

REQUIREMENTS

- In order to accomplish successfully the course students are required to produce precise and articulated drawings and models en 2D and 3D. Therefore, basic knowledge of the following tools and their application is a necessary prerequisite for the course: AutoCAD, Sketch-Up or similar, V-Ray or similar, Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator or similar.
- Students are expected to do additional work outside the classroom (exploring for research, studying/reading, practical work on their projects, etc.) in order to reach the desired level of experience and results.

TEACHING METHOD

Focused on learning-by-doing, the classes reflect on different topics introduced in previous lectures by practical work. Research and analysis are proposed as interactive ways of learning that engage with other dimensions of design (material, spatial, social and ecological) and other disciplines (art and architecture). Field trips and visits to design studios and furniture shops complete the course with the aim of stimulating students’ sensitivity and observation skills to the built environment and everyday objects.

GRADING

10% attendance to class
20% commitment and participation in class discussion
30% design process
40% design outcomes

Students will have to complete all the parts included in the grade weights and earn at least a 5/10 in each part.

BIBLIOGRAPHY